General Education Council
AGENDA
January 22, 2021
3:00 pm via Zoom
https://appstate.zoom.us/j/98668728416?pwd=bTN1UTN6M1FGM0FoT0hHZ2JOVGFdzd09

• VOTES:
  - GEC Minutes from October 30, 2020

  Integrative Learning Experience themes
  American Culture: Past and Present
  - GHY 3016, Place and the American South

  From Empire to Globalization
  - GHY 3017, Mediterranean Empires and Globalization

  How We Know What We Know About the Past: Method, Evidence, Knowledge
  - GHY 3005, Global Health and Diseases
  - PLN 3730, Land, Property, and Law

  Social Relations Across Contexts
  - GHY 3230, Political Geography and Society
  - PLN 3040, What Is Community?

  Liberal Studies Experience (pending final FCC approval)
  - GHY 3013, North Carolina
  - MUS 2017, Survey of Musical Theater
  - MUS 2025, Heavy Metal Culture

  Liberal Studies Experience (DELETE credit)
  - REL 1115, Religion Goes to the Movies
  - REL 1700, What Is Religion?

  Fine Arts Designation
  - MUS 2017, Survey of Musical Theater
  - MUS 2025 Heavy Metal Culture

  Social Science Designation
  - GHY 3005, Global Health and Diseases
  - GHY 3013, North Carolina
  - GHY 3016, Place and the American South
  - GHY 3017, Mediterranean Empires and Globalization
  - GHY 3230, Political Geography and Society
  - PLN 3040, What Is Community?
  - PLN 3730, Land, Property, and Law
**Writing in the Discipline**
- C I 3000, Learner Diversity: Teaching English Learners
- COM 3430, Professional Ethics in Advertising
- GES 2750, Preparation for Careers in the Earth and Environmental Sciences
- P S 3570, Politics and Film
- REL 3745, Religious Studies in the Digital Age

**Senior Capstone**
- PHL 4510, Senior Honors Thesis

- **FIO Items:**
  - COM 3130, *Minorities in Media* (ILE American Culture), change course title to *Race & Diversity in Media*
  - GHY 1010, *Introduction to Physical Geography* (ILE Sustainability and Global Resources), change course title to *Global Environmental Systems*
  - GHY 1020, *Geographic Diversity and Globalization* (LSE and Social Science designation), change course title to *Exploring People and Places Globally*
  - GHY 1040, *Introduction to Human Geography* (LSE and Social Science designation), change course title to *Human Geography and Social Justice*
  - IND 2012, Product Design (Liberal Studies Experience and Fine Arts designation), change course number to IND 1401

- **DISCUSSION Item:**
  - Course Renewals update